
PRODUCT BULLETIN
greenteQ Orion TS007 3 Star Profile Cylinder

The Orion from greenteQ is the latest TS007 Kitemark approved profile 
cylinder available from VBH. It offers full 3 star protection.

It is a premium quality product that features effective protection against 
bumping, picking and drilling, as well as the snap and extract method. 
This is all achieved without the need to fit any supplementary security 
devices.

The external side features a sacrificial break point to hamper attempts 
to gain entry by snapping and extracting the cylinder. Once this has 
broken away, the interlocking mechanism engages to prevent further 
damage to the cylinder. This achieves the security function, and the 
safety of those inside the building is assured as the interlock can be 
over-ridden by turning the key through 360° or, in the case of a thumb-
turn cylinder, by pushing in the button on the thumb-turn knob and 
rotating it. Normal unlocking and exit can now take place.

The external end is clearly marked with the Kitemark and 3 TS007 
stars to deter any would be burglar.

Orion is available in bright nickel and brass finishes, in key/key and 
thumb-turn variants, and also in keyed alike pairs. 

Each cylinder is supplied with 5 Q-branded dimple keys, while keyed 
alike pairs are supplied with 6 keys. Additional cut keys can be 
obtained from the approved online suppliers listed on the Orion page of 
www.qsecure.co.uk. 

Each Orion cylinder has a 10 years mechanical warranty. The cylinder 
must be registered online at qsecure.co.uk for the warranty to be valid.
When the cylinder is registered, it is automatically also protected by the 
proteQ10 anti-snap guarantee and should be registered for VBH’s Key 
Security Scheme.

Under the Scheme, additional keys can only be purchased if the 
customer’s unique personal password is given. The password is set up 
when the cylinder is registered for its performance guarantee. This is 
an extra layer of security for the home owner.

proteQ10 guarantees that if a successful break in is achieved as a 
result of the Orion cylinder being snapped and then extracted, VBH will 
pay the home owner £2000 in compensation. This is in addition to any 
protection offered by VBH’s Q-secure consumer security guarantee 
which will pay the consumer in the event of a break in.

More on Q-secure can be found at www.qsecure.co.uk.
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greenteQ 
Orion TS007 3 Star Profile Cylinder

VBH Order Codes

Key/Key Double Cylinders c/w 5 Keys

Size Nickel Brass Box Qty

35/35 2QCY5015 2QCY5016 10

35/45 2QCY5019 - 10

40/40 2QCY5027 2QCY5028 10

40/45 2QCY5029 - 10

40/50 2QCY5031 2QCY5032 10

40/55 2QCY5033 - 10

45/35 2QCY5119 - 10

45/40 2QCY5129 - 10

45/45 2QCY5037 2QCY5038 10

45/50 2QCY5039 2QCY5040 10

45/55 2QCY5041 - 10

45/60 2QCY5043 2QCY5044 10

50/40 2QCY5131 2QCY5132 10

50/45 2QCY5139 2QCY5140 10

50/50 2QCY5045 2QCY5046 10

55/40 2QCY5133 - 10

55/45 2QCY5141 - 10

55/65 2QCY5065 2QCY5066 10

60/45 2QCY5143 2QCY5144 10

65/55 2QCY5165 2QCY5166 10

Benefits at a glance:
• TS007 Kitemark 3 star profile cylinder (KM591531)
• Protects against bumping, drilling, picking and snap & extract
• Supplied with 5 attractive dimple keys 
• Minimum 100,000 differs
• Security AND safety assured
• Key/key, thumb-turn and keyed alike
• 10 year performance warranty
• 10 proteQ10 guarantee pays out £2000 if a break in is achieved as a 

direct result of the cylinder snapping
• Key Security Scheme provides protection against keys being 

fraudulently obtained
• Rated as a Q-secure PREMIUM product 

Keyed Alike Pairs 
(2 Double Cylinders c/w 6 keys)

Size Nickel Box Qty

35/35 2QCY5515 5 Pr

40/50 2QCY5531 5 Pr

45/50 2QCY5539 5 Pr

50/40 2QCY5631 5 Pr

50/45 2QCY5639 5 Pr

50/50 2QCY5545 5 Pr

Thumb-Turn Double Cylinders c/w 5 Keys

K denotes thumb-turn (Knob) side

Size Nickel Brass Box Qty

K35/35 2QCY5715 - 10

K35/45 2QCY5719 - 10

K35/55 2QCY5723 - 10

K40/40 2QCY5727 2QCY5728 10

K40/50 2QCY5731 - 10

K45/35 2QCY5819 - 10

K45/45 2QCY5737 - 10

K45/50 2QCY5739 2QCY5740 10

K45/55 2QCY5741 - 10

K50/40 2QCY5831 - 10

K50/45 2QCY5839 2QCY5840 10

K50/50 2QCY5745 - 10


